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TRACK TITLES
1. The Footsteps That I’ve Followed
(2:49)
2. Less Of Me (2:13)
3. A Soldier’s Love (3:33)
4. Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right
(3:08)
5. Papa Wants To Go Back (2:18)
6. Time Changes Everything (3:03)
7. I Can’t Help But Wonder Where
I’m Bound (3:19)
8. Where The Good Lord Only
Knows (3:15)
9. Last Lonely Eagle (3:57)
10. The Maker (3:50)
11. Please Say Anything (3:53)
12. That Home Far Away (2:32)

For the past 24 years,
Nothin’ Fancy has been a
steady staple for bluegrass
fans and festivals. And
although they’ve gone
through a handful of
personnel changes in the last
two decades, the band has
embraced each change and
forged ahead without abandon. Their latest release, Time Changes
Everything, is a perfect example of embracing that change, drawing
from the strength of it, creating a new fresh sound, and remaining
true to their goal of being themselves. Founding members Mike
Andes (mandolin/vocals), Mitchell Davis (banjo), and Chris Sexton
(fiddle/vocals) received an energetic jolt—although they clearly have
never suffered in that department—when they added the Cox
brothers, Caleb (guitar/vocals) and James (bass) to the ensemble.
On this album, Mike sings eight of the twelve tracks while leaving
three for Caleb and one for Chris. And while four of the songs are
written by band members, two by Mike and two by Caleb, this time
the band dug deep for material that could just as easily have been
written specifically for them. And through them all, the theme of
“changing times” runs rampant. Per the album’s liner notes:
“The songs on this project all reflect the changes that happen with
the passage of time, for better or for worse. We hear it when one
leaves the comforts of home for war in “A Soldier’s Love,” or when
one longs to return home despite home not being there anymore as in
“Papa Wants To Go Back,” or when the progress of man goes too far
in “The Last Lonely Eagle.” Some songs tell the sad story that time
sometimes erases even love as in “Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right,”
Time Changes Everything,” and “Please Say Anything.”
The old adage, “the only thing a person can count on is change” may
be true. But if Time Changes Everything proves anything about
Nothin’ Fancy and their journey, it’s that they should change their
name to “Something Really Special.”
Focus Track: “Papa Wants To Go Back”
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